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BEARING ALL
Federal Mogul’s future technology thrust revealed

■ Bio tyres:
Fuel efficient and
recyclable 

■ Cognitive
Ergonomics:
Improving interior 
design
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WITHOUT DUAL CLUTCH

TRANSMISSION TECHNOLOGY,

YOU’RE JUST GETTING LEFT BEHIND. 

Maybe it’s the fact that in the time you read this, a Dual Clutch Transmission could switch gears 40,000 

times. Perhaps it’s the fact that DCTs appeal to more buyers by combining impressive fuel-economy, 

the smooth ride of an automatic and the speed of a manual. It could be the fact that leading clutch 

suppliers estimate they’ll quadruple DCT sales by 2014. Or maybe it’s the fact that by 2015, 10% of all 

passenger cars will have them.

DCTFACTS.COM gives you endless reasons to believe that DCTs are the future generation

of transmissions. And the more you know about them, the further ahead you’ll get.
DCTFACTS.COM
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Announcing the UK’s only
dedicated automotive supply
chain engineering event

Automotive
Engineering 2012

www.ukautoengineering.com

The UK Vehicle Engineering Supply Chain Event

7-8 November - NEC Birmingham - UK

Hosted as part of

Advanced Engineering UK group of events

www.advancedengineeringuk.com
Media and industry Partners include

CALL US ABOUTEXHIBITING ON+44 (0)20 8783 3573

________

________

Automotive Engineering provides a unique new annual
forum for UK based volume production & specialist vehicle
design, development, manufacturing & supply chain teams.

■ Meet customers & partners across automotive design,

development, test, production, quality and more . . .  

■ Invited from all the UK’s volume car and commercial vehicle

manufacturers, including: Jaguar Land Rover, Nissan UK,

Honda UK, Aston Martin, Bentley Motors, BMW Mini . . .

. . .through to niche vehicle and engine manufacturers and

supply chain companies

■ Attend co locating briefings and technology forums

highlighting opportunities for developing business in the UK

automotive supply chain
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Johnson Controls’ recent survey of 2,800

young people, born post-1980 and defined

as ‘digital natives’, must make disturbing

reading for academics such as Professor Alan

Baddeley (page 12), revealing as it does that:

“Many of those surveyed suggested using

technologies that read emails or messages

from social networks while driving.”

As you will see in the feature, Baddeley is

wholly opposed to loading the driver with more diversionary

inputs that could distract them, thereby increasing the accident

potential.

It was a point that I made recently to Mark Adams, currently

vice president of design for GM Europe, but shortly to take up

the reins as executive director, global Cadillac and Buick design.

While he agreed in principle with the professor, Adams also

made this observation. “The younger mind is more dextrous and

can handle these complexities more easily than older

generations… we have to find the right balance between

ensuring absolute safety while driving, but allowing the

appropriate levels of convenience created by these very

electronics. We, as the major OEMs, have to be a bit of a

watchdog for that.”

Maybe some of the systems that Ryan Borroff writes about

on page 26 will provide solutions, but one thing is for sure: this

issue isn’t going to go away, and is likely to prove almost as big

a challenge for OEMs and the supply chain as is meeting

pedestrian protection criteria and other safety issues.

News that PSA Peugeot-Citroën is closing its Aulnay plant,

with the loss of 6,500 jobs, should come as no surprise to

anyone considering the levels of overcapacity in Europe. It

comes on the heels of GM’s decision to close Bochum in 2016

and rumours that Ford is also considering a plant closure. With

some analysts predicting that European demand might not

recover to pre-crises levels until 2020, the years ahead are likely

to be tough, but the OEMs are going to have to continue

investing in new technology, just to maintain market share.

Ian Adcock, Editor in Chief
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Aston Martin’s new Vanquish model employs

carbon-fibre composite for every external panel.

Most of them, including a one-piece bodyside,

are made using Gurit’s SPRINT material.

Production is in a non-autoclave process,

for lower piece cost and approximately 80-

minute cure cycle on the tool. The material

stiffness derives from a syntactic resin core,

sandwiched between two layers of carbon 

fibre weave. The top layer of carbon is then

covered with a film that will become the 

panel’s A-surface.

This multi-layer material is laid, surface

film first, onto a single-sided, nickel-plated tool.

A vacuum system in the tool compresses the

panel to shape. Oil is then circulated through 

the tool at programmed temperatures to control

the cure.

On the Vanquish, this process is used to

make the entire one-piece bodyside, including

the outer rear fender, the cant rail, and the door

aperture’s sill and B-post. This eliminates the

need for a panel joint at the top of the D-post.

The engine hood, front fenders and door skin are

manufactured the same way; as is the trunk lid,

which includes an integrated spoiler duct. The

single moulding includes the trunk-lid surface

itself; and the lower and upper surfaces of the

spoiler, stacked one above the other, with no

joint lines, all have to be A-quality. This entailed

developing a mould with complex sections that

move out of the way, in order to release the part

after curing.

According to design director Marek

Reichman, this came about after he was

challenged by CEO Ulrich Bez “to make it look

like it is impossible to produce”.

The blade protruding from the door skin

speaks of the carbon construction. It would have

been impossible to make a pressed metal panel

with such a sharp draw. Reichman praises the

surface quality of the SPRINT material. He says

there is absolutely no read-through of the

carbon weave after the panels are painted.

Gurit cuts the layers that go into each panel

consistently by CNC, so that the weave is

oriented in a controlled direction. But even so,

Reichman does not recommend that a buyer 

has the car unpainted. The roof, though, can be

naked, as it’s made from RTM carbonfibre

composite.

The SPRINT process was originally

developed by Gurit (then called SP Systems),

working with Peter Stevens and others at MG

for the SV sports car in the early 2000s. Gurit

says the system is viable for numbers up to

3,000 per year.

Denso has developed the world’s first

automotive air-conditioning (a/c) system that is

capable of heating/cooling the driver’s area

only, it says. The new system can separately

control the climate in three cabin zones – the

driver, front passenger and rear seat areas –

which helps improve overall fuel economy when

the a/c is on. 

“With Denso’s new a/c system, the

heating/cooling can be off in unoccupied areas

and temperature can be individually adjusted,

according to personal preferences, when more

than one area is heated or cooled,” said Akio

Shikamura, senior executive director of Denso's

Thermal Systems Business Group. When only

the driver side a/c is being used, Denso claims

the system can save up to approximately 20%

energy consumption on an annual basis,

compared with conventional systems.

As in-dash space is limited, it is important

that the new system maintains the same size

as a conventional a/c unit. With this in mind, the

company developed a new internal structure for

the heating, ventilation and air-conditioning

(HVAC) unit. To control the climate of each area

separately, Denso divided the internal structure

into five compartments, each connected to

specific air vents: the driver’s dashboard and

the driver side front window, the driver’s legs;

the front passenger’s dashboard and front

passenger side front window; the front

passenger’s legs; and the rear seat. 

Denso conducted repeated tests and

simulations in various conditions to provide the

optimum climate control and maintain

occupants’ comfort, even in severely hot and

cold temperatures. When an a/c system is in

heat mode, it uses a large amount of outside

low-humidity air to ventilate the cabin and

prevent window condensation. Previously, the

same amount of cabin air was lost externally.

However, Denso’s new system only uses outside

air for the driver, and front passenger’s

dashboard and front window vents. 

Compared to conventional products, this

reduces the amount of warm cabin air lost by

half, which also helps to reduce the amount of

energy needed to operate the a/c.

Carbon first for Aston 

6 www.automotivedesign.eu.com July/August 2012

Cool drivers 

News
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In a separate development, Aston Martin Lagonda has teamed up with a

consortium, including Delta Motorsport, ABB Robotics and Pentangle

Engineeering Services, and led by Umeco, to examine the potential for

using high-performance composites in mainstream automotive

applications.

Named ‘ACOMPLICE’ (Affordable COMPosites for LIghtweight Car

StructurEs), the partnership will address the growing pressure on the

mainstream automotive sector to manufacture lighter and more fuel-

efficient vehicles which meet reduced CO2 emission targets. Aluminium

and high-strength, steel-based alloys have been employed in response to

this, but the physical limitations of these materials have, to a large extent,

already been reached, so other options are being pursued. 

With a total budget of £1.5million (€1.9 million) – part-funded by the

Technology Strategy Boards’ Collaborative Research and Development

programme – ACOMPLICE proposes to demonstrate the developed

technologies through the rapid manufacture of selected structural

automotive parts.

Over the next two years, ACOMPLICE aims to reduce significantly the

cost of composite body-in-white vehicle structures for the mainstream

automotive sector. It is envisaged that the objective can be achieved by the

development of pre-impregnated broad application materials suitable for

robotic lamination and fast cure technologies.

Umeco’s role in ACOMPLICE is to develop fast cure, highly efficient

prepregs, enabling the rapid robotic manipulation and placement of

individual plies. Novel materials, formatting and moulding techniques will

be developed alongside these technologies, in order to optimise component

output rates. Umeco’s DForm product will also be used, in combination with

novel, rapid preform technology, in order to facilitate the lamination of

complex-shaped geometries via automated processes.

DForm is Umeco’s deformable composite system, a prepreg

technology that combines the conformability of a short fibre moulding

compound with the directional characteristics of a high performance, long

fibre composite.

Lightweight vision   

A decade ago, it was cup holders, as manufacturers vied with each

other to develop the cleverest way of folding these out of sight.

Now it seems to be rear seat systems in SUVs and cross-overs,

with Honda’s new CR-V displaying one of the simplest and neatest

solutions to folding rear seats yet seen.

Developed in-house by a team led by interior designer

Takehiro Ishibashi, the 60:40 split rear seat back and squab can 

be folded out of the way simply by pulling a lever on either side of

the luggage compartment; it ensures that the headrest folds away

as well.

In addition to the rear releases, pulling a strap located on the

outer edge of the back seats via the rear doors performs exactly

the same function.

Secure fasteners for Composites

Visit our website:

www.bighead.co.uk

+44 (0)1202 574 601

Embedded or surface
bonded, bigHead fasteners
save time. 
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News in brief
Smart, safe, connected
Dassault Systèmes’ solution accelerates

the development of embedded systems,

while achieving ISO26262 safety

standards and AUTOSAR compliance.

It is comprised of multiple applications

implemented in a modular approach and

focused on early virtual vehicle validation.

With this solution, automakers can

successfully manage vehicle complexity

by uniting various disconnected domain

specific tools on a single platform, thus

enabling dynamic testing of multiple

systems’ engineering disciplines. Users

can achieve knowledge re-use, safety

targets, and reduction of embedded

electronics development time and cost.

Halfshaft business

enjoys boom times
Nexteer Automotive has announced that

its halfshaft business jumped nearly 13%

last year and continues to grow in 2012,

due to new business wins and increased

customer demand. Nexteer’s halfshaft

business recorded revenues of more than

€360 million in 2011

“Halfshafts are part of the heritage of our

company and continue to be a driving

force in our global success,” said Robert

J. Remenar, president and CEO of

Nexteer. “These are performance-critical

parts, and require the same level of

engineering and manufacturing quality

that Nexteer has become known for over

its 100-year history.”

Quick connectors

improved
The new 30% glass fibre-reinforced

Ultramid S3WG6 Balance has found a

production application at A Raymond.

The automotive supplier of fasteners and

connectors uses the polyamide (PA) 6.10

from BASF in quick connectors for fuel

lines. The material is characterised not

only by its hydrolysis resistance, but also

its exceptionally high resistance to fuel. 

The mechanical properties after storage

for more than 2,000 hours at elevated

temperatures in biofuels – such as E 24,

B30 or B100, for instance – are at a level

comparable to those of PA 12 GF 30. 

The material also passes the typical

automotive tests for environmental stress

cracking resistance in the presence of

zinc chloride (SAE 2644, FMVSS 106). As

a consequence, the material is able to

replace PA 12 where this is required. 

July/August 2012

A survey of 2,800 young people, or ‘digital

natives’, in Germany, Great Britain, China and

the USA has revealed that they want to stay

connected in their car.

Born post-1980, ‘digital natives’ have

grown up in a world where life without the

Internet, smartphones, tablet PCs and MP3

players is inconceivable. This generation has

three key requirements for future cars:

connectivity, access to information and voice

control.

The findings of the Johnson Controls’

survey revealed that digital natives want to be

able to easily connect and use their devices,

such as smartphones and tablet PCs, in their

vehicle, too. It’s important to them that they can

wirelessly connect their digital devices to the

vehicle’s main onboard computer and charge

them while driving. Digital natives want to be

able to operate their vehicle like a smartphone

and receive real-time information on all car

systems, drawing their attention to service or

repair needs. 

They also want touch displays that allow

them to download special apps – for controlling

the air-conditioning system or saving fuel –

which can be adapted to suit their personal

preferences. 

As safety is also an important factor, digital

natives want to be able to have control over all

functions and devices they use, employing

voice commands.  Many of those surveyed

suggested using technologies that read emails

or messages from social networks, while they

are driving (see Automotive Design Interview

with Professor Alan Baddeley, page 12).

Digital natives hungry for connectivity 

The global automotive market is putting

increasing demands on OEMs to produce high-

performance parts that are affordable and long

lasting. Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics is

helping OEMs meet these demands with its

range of NORGLIDE composite bearings and

RENCOL tolerance rings. Said to be ideal for

powertrain, chassis, and interior and exterior

vehicle applications, Saint-Gobain’s

composite bearings and tolerance

rings optimise component

manufacturing, driving up

performance and comfort for the

end consumer.

The bearings and tolerance

rings allow the benefits of

increasing efficiencies of

individual components to be

realised by using the materials to

help improve friction control, while

reducing noise, vibration and harshness

(NVH). NORGLIDE composite bearings

incorporate a thick layer of self-lubricating liner

made from polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE),

offering controlled friction values that perform

under axial and radial stress to improve NVH

reduction. The spring-like qualities of RENCOL

tolerance rings ensure a tight fit between

bearings, shafts and housing.

Protrusions running along the

circumference of the rings

efficiently absorb NVH

transmitted through

mechanical joints

within a vehicle’s

chassis and

powertrain.

Saint-Gobain

also recently

demonstrated a

steering yoke with

NORGLIDE composite

bearings. By using a thick layer

of PTFE, the bearings reduce friction in the

steering yoke, improving steering feel and

response, enhancing the driver’s ability to feel

the road surface and ultimately improving

driving experience. 

A car seat arm rest, fitted with RENCOL

tolerance rings to enhance torque control and

incorporating a certain amount of friction,

allows the arm rest to stay in place and is

prevented from falling down. 

By incorporating NORGLIDE composite

bearings, dual mass flywheels dampen the

vibrations from a car’s engine and prevent

vibrations from reaching the gearbox. 

Plastic bearings boost efficiency

Flywheel, above,

and yoke, below
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It might read like a follow-up title to a Bond

movie, but Harman’s patented QuantumLogic

surround sound is a whole new listening

experience, making its world debut in 

Ferrari’s FF.

Cramming 15 JBL Professional speakers in

the FF’s cabin was a challenge in itself, explains

Arndt Hensgens, chief engineer for acoustic

Europe, Harman. It necessitated installing a pair

of Electro Dynamic Planar Loudspeakers in the

‘B’ posts, their acoustic lens steering the sound

rearwards towards the back seat occupants,

without interfering with what those seated at the

front are hearing.

QuantumLogic is Harman’s own closely

guarded and patented algorithm. Its Aesthetic

Engine digitally remodels extracted signal

streams into an infinitely variable soundstage,

with patented ‘spatial filter bank technology’

providing psycho-acoustic modelling for

transparent digital processing and a perfect

acoustic reconstruction. 

“We’re disassembling the music into seven

different channels and then reassembling it,”

Hensgens explains, adding: “Where the channels

are distributed to depends on where it’s needed

and the car’s architecture. For example, with the

centre extraction, we also do a little bit in the

rear to give you good imaging in the back of the

car. You can also have hard left or right, so it

sounds as if it’s within the car between the ‘A’

posts. But switch on QuantumLogic and it

sounds as if the music is coming from outside

the car.”

Expect a second high-end automotive

application to be announced before the end of

the year.

News
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QuantumLogic debuts in Ferrari FF   

Rhodia Engineering Plastics is now

offering a new heat performance Technyl

range, specifically engineered for both

injection and blow moulded parts for

turbocharged engines using polyamide 6.6

grades for injection and blow-moulding. 

Technyl B2 is the new generation for

2D and 3D blow moulding, which allows

complex tubular parts capable of resisting

temperatures of up to 210°C. 

“In addition to its high temperature

resistance, the new generation of Technyl

grades for turbo applications offers

excellent processability and cost-

competitiveness,” comments Manuel

Rossi, innovation to market leader for

Rhodia Engineering Plastics. 

Claimed as ideal for turbo intercoolers

and air duct systems, the Technyl heat

performance range broadens the field for

polyamide in automotive under-the-hood

applications.

High temperature plastics 

for turbo installations 
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C&K Components has expanded its

KSC Series IP67-sealed tactile switch

series to include a full surface-

mounted, side-actuated version. 

The KSC4V2 Series tactile switches

feature a design that allows for easy

side or rocker key integration,

permitting haptic adaptability, as well

as ensuring that the switches meet specific tactile feedback and sound

(click) requirements. 

The advancements found in the KSC4V2 switches make them ideal for

a number of harsh environment applications, including automotive. “The

haptics, or touch, feel and sound of a switch’s actuation, are paramount to a

user’s experience and impression of a particular device,” said Gilles

Parguey, C&K Components’ product manager. “In many applications, design

engineers want user interfaces to respond and provide feedback in specific

ways that are unique to their devices. Essentially, this feedback is part of 

the identity of their product. The new KSC4V2 Series tactile switches not

only provide versatility and integration flexibility, but also the haptic

customisation that is vital to many products.”

The KSC4V2 switches are available with different soft actuators,

including silicon and EPDM, to meet haptic requirements.

The SPST momentary switches deliver positive tactile feeling, with an

operating force of 1N to 5N. Featuring gold or silver contacts, with an

operating temperature range of -40ºC to +125ºC, the KSC4V2 Series

switches are constructed with a specific top plate for soldering onto the

PCB, preventing coplanarity issues, and shear resistance is easily handled

by the addition of a back support. The switches are available in tape and

reel packing, and are compatible for automated assembly processes.

TRW has unveiled its new capacitive touchpad

sensor, incorporating advanced handwriting

recognition software, to help drivers and passengers

coordinate and operate a variety of functions within the

car. The new touchpad has the advantages of improved

human machine interface (HMI), advanced recognition

functionality, and smaller packaging and greater design

freedom within the cabin.

Frank Koch, advanced engineering manager for TRW’s Body Control

Systems, commented: “The increase in mobile connectivity has inspired

us to create a single point of contact between the driver and applications

used in the vehicle, which will enhance user-friendliness, comfort and

help improve safety. TRW research has shown that the use of in-vehicle

handwriting recognition operation reduces driving deviations by 78%,

compared with the alphanumeric keyboard method.”

The handwriting-recognition touch pad can be used as a standalone

product or as a multifunction control panel. The user ‘writes’ individual

characters with a single finger on the touch sensor area, and this input is

interpreted by software and acknowledged by an audible feedback. The

touch sensor is able to recognise handwritten numbers, letters and

symbols, and enables the driver to operate applications such as

mobile phones, navigation systems and the radio,

as well as sending messages

from a single point. It even has

the potential of replacing

simple switches within the car. 

“One of the key features is

the system’s ability to recognise

written inputs, and allow an intuitive

and fast handling of applications,” 

Koch continued. “For the first time, the

user is able to input symbols, such as Chinese characters, without the

need of writing aids that normally transcribe those characters into the

Latin alphabet. The touchpad technology has huge potential for global

vehicle markets.”

The design and location of the multi-function controller is flexible and

can be developed to suit customer needs. TRW’s tests have shown that

either the centre console or the door armrests are the optimal locations.

The new touchpad technology will be ready for production by 2012. 
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The write stuff 

GM’s new European sporting hatchback, the Astra

OPC/VXR, has a couple of firsts for the Opel and Vauxhall

brands, according to ITDC Special Vehicle Engineering

manager Wilfried Diehl.

A world first are the in-house developed front seats,

featuring a shell injection moulded from organic endless

fibreglass with polyamide. Only 2mm thick, the seat is

45%, 1kgs, lighter than the seat it replaces and much

stiffer as well. Other OEMs, including Volkswagen and

BMW, are thought to be developing similar seat

structures. 

Diehl also predicted that the material and process

would be used in upper end products within GM’s

European range.

The second breakthrough – although not an in-house

development, but from Bosch – is a humidity sensor in the

air intake that optimises the mix between air and fuel to

improve combustion; on a wet or humid day, for example,

it will reduce mass of air, compared to a dry day.

Clickety-click

EPP inlay

(Expanded Polypropylene)

4-way lumbar support

Seat cushion

length extension

Multiple seat

adjustment

Electronically adjustable

side bolster support

Side airbag

Plastic backrest 

shell

Organic injection moulded

sheet in seatshell

Astra VXR bucket seat
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Flame-retardant cables and

hoses for the automotive

industry have reached new

levels of safety, durability and

ease of installation, with

insulation and jacketing

compounds based on DuPont

Vamac ethylene acrylic

elastomer (AEM).

Close collaboration

between DuPont and wire and cable makers to develop optimum

formulations using Vamac has resulted in a combination of properties that

are said to outperform other commonly used polymers for flame-retardant

cables and hoses, such as ethylene vinyl acetate (EVM). Optimised Vamac

compounds combine enhanced fire and oil resistance with better low

temperature flexibility (without plasticiser), and superior heat resistance of

up to 175°C.

These collaborative programmes have yielded innovative jacketing

and insulation solutions to fulfil the most stringent industrial requirements

in, for example, the automotive, where Vamac G is described as the

preferred solution for applications such as transmission wire jacketing,

protective ignition wire sleeving and battery cables. 

“Extra durability is the result of its unique combination of superior

fluid resistance, flexibility at low temperature without plasticiser and long-

term heat resistance. Since Vamac has a high acceptance of flame

retardant fillers, it enables the design of low fire hazard compounds for

specialty cables. In total, Vamac offers a very flexible solution for tough

cable environments,” said Anne-Laure Brison, Wire & Cable EMEA market

segment leader, DuPont Performance Polymers.

Cable safety breakthrough

July/August 2012

Slimline key’s weighty impact
Continental has developed a new key just 3.4mm thick, which is being

used on the new Kia K9 saloon for the first time.

The more than 20% reduction in material thickness has been made

possible by combining ongoing refinement and development of the

electronics with innovative production techniques, using Resin Transfer

Moulding (RTM).

Even though the new key card is thinner than ever before, it still

offers electronics with state-of-the-art comfort functions, it is reported,

enabling motorists to open, close and start the vehicle, without even

needing to handle the card.
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A
t each new product

launch, manufacturers

are keen to boast of the

work undertaken to

make the car easy to

drive and operate. How the cabin –

and particularly the area immediately

surrounding the driver – has been

ergonomically fine-tuned for easy,

intuitive operation that minimises the

time the driver has to take his or her

eyes off the road to read the

instruments or operate the air-

conditioning or infotainment system.

Yet maybe this isn’t sufficient.

Perhaps the OEMs ought to be

considering the newer discipline of

Cognitive Ergonomics (CE) as well.

It’s certainly a view held by Professor

Alan Baddeley of York University. 

“Cognitive Ergonomics has been

around for at least 20 years, making

it newer than the knobs and dials

type ergonomics, and it’s really

concerned with applying cognitive

psychology, which is the psychology

of perception, memory attention,

practically. A lot of it developed in the

early years of human-computer

interaction, so matters have moved

from being interested with man’s

interface to physical objects, to being

more concerned with conceptual

interfaces – interfacing with things

like search systems and so forth. But

it obviously operates much more

widely, so something like ‘phoning

while driving would very much be a

topic for CE.”

Inside the driver’s head

Which begs the question of how do

the two – cognitive and ergonomics –

work together when it comes to

drivers and their interface with the

car? “One way would be to talk

about driving as skill and what it

demands of the driver,” states

Baddeley. “CE would be more

concerned with what’s going on

inside the driver’s head. Driving is a

skill that’s intellectually demanding

when you first learn it, but then it

becomes pretty automated, so that

you drive more or less without

thinking too much about it allowing

you to simultaneously think about

other things. That’s what happens

when you arrive at a familiar

destination and you can’t remember

parts of the route, because a lot of it

was on relatively automatic pilot.

“But, of course, it’s essential that

you are able to snap out of that and,

An eye on
the road
ahead

Professor Alan Baddeley tells Ian Adcock how Cognitive

Ergonomics could make driving easier and safer by

simplifying switchgear and controls
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in a sense, you’re constantly making

decisions; but a lot of the decisions

are so familiar, they’ve become more

or less automatic. So, keeping your

position on the road or overtaking on

a two-lane road would be something

where you have to bring in your

‘attentional system’.”

The professor has spent much of

his academic life researching and

developing theories on what he calls,

“working memory”, as he explains:

“Working memory can be divided

into three aspects, the most

important of which is an attentional

control system that I call the ‘central

executive’, and that takes the

decisions and makes sure that, if

problems crop up, it helps solve

them.

Verbal-visual-spatial

“It’s helped by two other systems:

one is verbal, and the other is visual

and spatial. The verbal is very good

at holding language and also at

holding sequences of language; for

example, when you have a sat-nav

that tells you ‘turn left at the next

interchange’, you hold that in your

verbal memory until you need it.

“The visual/spatial is more

concerned with driving, steering and

keeping on the road. A nice example

of this is an experience I had years

ago in California when I became very

interested in American football, and I

was driving along the freeway,

listening to the big game between

UCLA and Stanford, and in my

mind’s eye I had a clear image of the

field, but I suddenly realised I was

weaving from side to side and

rapidly switched to music.

“When I got back to the UK, 

Ivan Brown at Applied Psychology 

in Cambridge had ran some

experiments and was able to

demonstrate that, if you have a task

that involves holding an image in

mind – like an instruction to go left,

then right, then right, then straight

ahead – and you’re steering at the

same time, the two will interfere with

each other. That has relevance to

driving, because of the way in which,

if you overload spatial information,

even though it’s verbally presented,

it can potentially interfere with

steering. But, much more important

is the interference with decision

making which is the central,

executive part.”

Potentially lethal

He ran experiments some years ago

on the equivalent of ‘phoning while

driving, as he explains. “One of them

involved the driver driving a track

between polystyrene columns at

various widths apart, some just wide

enough to get the car through and

others not quite wide enough. When

the driver was given a reasoning task

to do while driving, it became

obvious that, while his steering was

just as good, his decisions were

worse. It’s this central part which is

crucial, and that’s why driving and

‘phoning is potentially so lethal,

because you’re concentrating on

what you’re hearing and what you’re

processing, and that takes attention

away from driving.” 

This differs from having a

conversation with a fellow

passenger, as they can also see

what’s potentially happening and

stop talking, whereas the caller will

carry on regardless, oblivious as to

why the driver has ceased talking.

“You can even see it with people

14 www.automotivedesign.eu.com July/August 2012

“CE would be more

concerned with what’s

going on inside the

driver’s head.

Driving is a skill

that’s intellectually

demanding when you

first learn it, but

then it becomes

pretty automated”
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walking and using mobile ‘phones;

they’re only half there. They’re not

really paying attention to what’s

around them and with walking that

doesn’t matter too much, but with

driving it can be fatal.”

It is this, claims the professor,

which makes using a ‘phone while

driving, even if it’s a hands-free

device, so potentially dangerous.

Also, the advent of text-to-speech

technology he describes as

“potentially extremely

distracting…really bad news”.

Loss of attention

While the physical process of driving

might be a complex combination of

steering, braking, accelerating and

changing gear, this, says Baddeley,

is a mainly automated process. But

he warns: “Even with a skilled driver,

if he’s trying to do something else at

the same time, there’s a moment of

potential loss of attention. The

extent you can minimise the

situations where the driver needs to

do two things at the same time is to

be aimed for, rather than giving him

ever more gadgets that he can

operate while driving.”

Those additional tasks, even

simple ones such as changing the

radio station, aren’t going to be

made that much easier, if at all, with

the advent of steering wheel-

mounted controls, as he explains.

“You need to have some spatial idea

as to what’s going on there and that

will interfere to some extent with

your steering. If you’re going round 

a tricky corner and thinking about

where your fingers are, you’re likely

to get some interference.”

The prospect of text-to-speech

emails he sees as “really bad news”,

and he has little time for those OEMs

and suppliers who maintain that, by

monitoring the car’s dynamics, they

can ascertain the driver’s workload

and if it’s safe to deliver the

message. “That’s nonsense,

because what the car is doing is not

what’s important at that time; it’s

what’s ahead. And whereas police

drivers are trained to drive and

describe what’s way ahead of them,

the average driver doesn’t do that

and the car certainly won’t know.” 

Keeping it simple

Given that OEMs are in constant

battle to outdo one another when it

comes to adding content to their

products, does he see any solutions,

apart from decontenting? “I think

voice activation is potentially good,

because you don’t have to fiddle

around and take your eyes off the

road to see spatially where your

fingers are. If you want to change the

air-conditioning, it’s easier to do by

voice, rather than manually. But, if

the commands get too complicated,

you don’t want to reach the point

where the driver is trying to problem-

solve with the car.”

Even gesture controls might be

an improvement, Baddeley adds,

before delivering this final caution:

“The driver can only do one or two

things simultaneously and providing

him with even more channels of

information is likely to up the

accident rate. 

“The manufacturers should be

keeping the driving simple, while the

car is in motion. Having people do

complicated tasks while driving is

a recipe for disaster.”
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CVAlan Baddeley   

Alan Baddeley is Professor of Psychology at the University of York. He has degrees

from University College London, Princeton and Cambridge, and spent much of his

career at the Medical Research Council Applied Psychology Unit in Cambridge, a

research centre concerned with providing a link between theoretical developments

in psychology and their practical applications. He is best known for his research

on working memory, a system that helps us keep things in mind while performing

complex activities, such as reading, reasoning and driving. He was awarded a CBE

for his research on memory and is a Fellow of the Royal Society, the British

Academy and the Academy of Medical Sciences.

At 78 and married, with three sons and three grandchildren, he is now semi-

retired, which allows him to escape from all the “boring things” and concentrate on

research and writing. A 2007 book, ‘Working Memory, Thought, and Action’, won a

UK prize. A 2009 text, ‘Memory’, is internationally successful and due for revision.
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t’s no secret that business

today, especially in the

mobility engineering

industries, is done on a global scale.

Companies must interact with other

companies from around the world;

they must be willing and able to

communicate and make

transactions in other nations,

whether via the Internet or in more

traditional bricks and mortar

settings.

Such thinking is the cornerstone

to SAE International’s vision for

success. The ‘International’ in SAE’s

name isn’t just a word; it is the

proud reality that drives this

organisation forward.

SAE International has more than

133,000 members in 100 nations.

And there are customers in even

more countries. SAE International

reflects the very essence of mobility

engineering – different people, from

different countries, working together

towards a common goal.

To best achieve that goal, SAE

International is launching eight new

subdomains of its website – each

domain will be in the native

language of one of the hotbeds of

mobility engineering in the world.

These languages include:

Brazilian/Portuguese, Chinese,

French, German, Japanese, Korean,

Russian and Spanish. While by no

means a complete list of languages,

these eight new websites will help to

provide an important entrée into

SAE International’s full complement

of programmes, products and

services, especially its technical

standard and papers.

Strong presence

“SAE International already has a

strong international presence,

especially online,” says Bill Cariello,

manager of web strategy/operation

for SAE International. “48% of our

web traffic comes from outside of

North America. These new native-

language websites are the first of

many steps we are taking to

continue to serve the global mobility

engineering community. It’s all about

service and mission.”

The new websites will be three

levels deep and include more than

200 pages of translated information.

Visitors will be able to drill down to

find information they need in a

format that is easier to read and

navigate for them. At some point,

though, the visitor will be directed to

the already existing English-version

page for a programme, product or

service. “Most of SAE International’s

information is highly technical,”

Cariello adds, “and much of that

information is a little more difficult to

translate. However, these new sites

will make it much easier for our

customers to get the information

they need.”

SAE International is working with

SDL, which specialises in local

websites, to develop and create the

new pages, which went live at the

end of June. The new pages will

have a similar look and feel to SAE

International’s current website

pages. In addition to SAE’s full

complement of programmes,

products and services, the pages

will carry many of the organisation’s

global features, such as its Salary

Study, which explores levels and

changes in compensation and

employment for technical

employees in the automotive,

aerospace and commercial vehicle

industries.

David Schutt, The Columnist
SAE International Chief Executive Officer

“The ‘international’

in SAE’s name isn’t

just a word; it is

the proud reality

that drives this

organisation

forward.”

SAE – International
in every way

I

focus@sae.org
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A
s manufacturers strive

to meet new stringent

emissions legislation

slated for later this

decade, downsizing

engines has become the

fashionable trend to achieve those

targets. The challenge is that

consumers want it all: nothing less

than equal performance with the

engine that’s being replaced, but

with improvements in both

efficiency and emissions. A

seemingly impossible task, one

would have thought, but the

success of engine families such as

Ford’s EcoBoost, VW and PSA’s

three-cylinder engines (both petrol),

as well as BMW’s new smaller

capacity diesels, illustrates that the

challenge is being met with a high

degree of success. 

Further complications will be

added with the growing number of

stop-start systems and, farther

down the line, hybrids. But, as with

all engineering developments,

there’s a cascade effect that

impacts all engine components –

right down to the humble bearing.

Although downsized engines

tend to run higher cylinder pressures

of 180-190bar for diesels and in the

region of 120 for petrol, combined

with higher engine speeds, these

aren’t, in themselves, problematical,

says Gerhard Arnold, Federal

Mogul’s director application

engineering bearings. “High speed

isn’t the big issue for bearings; we

have problems when we go to low

speed. We have a hydrodynamic

system, which means we need a

certain speed between the bearing

shell and the shaft. The friction in a

bearing is directly affected by the

speed and viscosity of the internal

friction of the lubricant.”

Stribeck curve

This is related to the Stribeck curve,

which represents the change of

friction coefficient in a bearing

related to the speed and its

lubrication. Initially, when the engine

is started, there is a high friction

coefficient, with no gap between the

parts and metal-to-metal contact;

and then, from approximately 100-

200 rpm, there is mixed lubrication

with some oil in the bearing, as well

as metal-to-metal contact.

Theoretically, this is the most

efficient, in terms of friction losses,

BEARING

GIFTS
Bearings might not be the most glamorous of engine components, but, 

as Ian Adcock discovers from Federal Mogul, they will play a vital role 

in improving engine efficiency

July/August 2012

New technology with polymer
based coating improves
significantly the wear 
resistance compared to 
conventional
metallic layers

IROX®  a new bearing technology

Substrate
Depending on required
load capacity
Bronze or Al based

Resin
Elastic damping
properties increase
fatigue strength
High wear resistance
Optimised interaction
with oil film

Resin
Elastic damping
properties increase
fatigue strength
High wear resistance
Optimised interaction
with oil film

Hard particles
Shaft surface
conditioning
Improves wear
resistance

Solid lubricants
Maximum lubricity in
mixed lubrication
situations
Lower hot spot
temperatures
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but it stands to sense that running

an engine like this for thousands of

hours would result in the softer

bearing wearing away. To avoid this,

the oil film thickness needs to be

increased and the temperature

reduced or speed stepped up to

achieve hydrodynamic conditions at

around 800-900rpm.

Bearing effect

This is a particular challenge for

stop-start and hybrid applications,

explains Arnold. “With stop-start or

hybrid applications, it means you

pass this area of mixed lubrication

hundreds of times more than before.

Suddenly, you then have this wear

affecting engine performance,

because you have wear on the

bearing, which increases the

clearance, and then you have direct

influence on the bearing’s

performance. In the worst case, on 

a main bearing, you may affect the

bearing in such a way that your

engine gets noisy.

“In the past, an engine starts

maybe 30,000-40,000 times,” he

states. “Today, it could be 500,000

with stop-start and, for full hybrid, 

it could be a million.”

Federal Mogul’s polymer IROX

coating, says Arnold, withstands

800-900,000 stop-starts on test

engines “and is an excellent solution

to overcome this critical phase”.

The IROX bearings have an

overlay that is, in fact, a PAI

(PolyAmideImide) polymer resin

binder containing a number of

additives, dispersed throughout the

matrix. These additives provide a

variety of properties to the finished

coating, such as wear resistance,

mechanical strength, thermal

conductivity and embeddability (the

ability to safely envelop loose

abrasive particles). 

Key component

The key component is iron oxide,

some solid lubricants for sliding

properties and the hard particles for

wear resistance, which is then spray-

coated on to the bearing surface.

“When engines go to higher

specific loads, due to downsizing or

higher cylinder pressures, we can

July/August 2012

Gerhard Arnold:

“High speed isn’t the

big issue for bearings;

we have problems when

we go to low speed. We

have a hydrodynamic

system, which means we

need a certain speed

between the bearing

shell and the shaft.”
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move within the range of aluminium

materials to higher performing

materials. We coat aluminium with

IROX to improve the load-carrying

capacity or we can move to bronze

bearings, with conventional electro-

plated bronze. We also have high

performing electro-plated bronze

and, at the top end, the sputter

bearing where we haven’t reached

the limit.”

With downsized engines, the

specific load on the bearings can be

significantly increased to within the

region of 110 megapascals, but

IROX-coated aluminium bearings can

be used to replace the more costly

bronze bearings. Arnold predicts that

“IROX in general will replace bronze

and increase the aluminium bearings

portfolio for petrol engines”.

Excellent properties

Since the EU banned the use of lead

in bearings, there has been a move

towards aluminium and bronze, as

Arnold explains. 

“On one side, the lead was

weakening the performance of the

bronze, because it’s a very soft

material and lead was never really an

alloy like other elements, so lead has

weakened the fatigue performance 

of the material, although that was

acceptable. The positive side of lead

is that it has excellent sliding

properties, acting as a solid lubricant.

So, when you have mixed lubrication

or an issue with the bearing, the lead

acts like a solid lubricant.

“The move from lead has

improved the load-carrying capacity;

with lead-free bearings, we can carry

higher loads and this supports all the

downsizing activities. We can

support higher specific loads, so

when customers come and ask us to

reduce the size of the crankshaft, we

don’t care, because new materials

have better load-carrying capacity.

“What’s more challenging is that

there are not too many materials that

can replace lead,” he states.

Amongst those that have been

considered are tin and plutonium, the

latter discounted because it’s difficult

to work with and, as Arnold drily

observes: “I don’t think anyone

would want to be seated near it.”

Proven solution

Tin, on the other hand, has very good

sliding properties, he confirms. “But,

if you look in the atomic elements,

you will see, for example, that tin has

a lower melting point than lead. 

“So, from a temperature

performance viewpoint, tin is below

lead. That means, when you run into

a critical situation where you increase

your temperature in the engine, a tin

bearing might suffer earlier than lead

bearings. But with our design of the

bearings and the materials, we have

July/August 2012
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proven that we can run with lead-free

bearings in very challenging

applications; for example, the Audi

R8 and Lamborghini V10 engines that

rev to 8,500-9,000 rpm use lead-free

bearings.”

Currently, bronze bearings are

more costly, but, says Arnold, that

will eventually change, as lead

completely disappears.

At one time, ceramics were

thought to offer a solution, because

of their temperature resistance, but a

bearing has to deal with many forces

and inputs. “The bearing is an

element that has to cope with several

things; it needs to be flexible, so that

it can adjust to the deformation of the

crankshaft. Remember, the

crankshaft and block are not stiff;

you have thermal expansion and so

on, and the bearing has to carry that

load; it has to adapt to the surface

and hold back particles. The engine’s

filtering system covers particles in

the range of 30-40µ, but smaller

particles get through the filters. 

“When you think that the

minimum oil film thickness in a

bearing is in the range of 1µ or less, it

means that all the engine oil will, at

some time, pass through the bearing,

so all of those particles have to pass

through the bearing as well; and then

the bearing will have to withstand

that debris. Ceramics, on the other

hand, get very brittle and hard, and

can’t cope with that debris, no matter

how small.

“Flexing of the crankshaft is very

important and, in a bearing system,

you always have two partners: a hard

one, typically the shaft, and a soft

partner, the bearing, and there should

always be a certain gap, in terms of

hardness, between those partners,

otherwise it won’t work. Typically,

ceramics are very hard and can’t

adjust to those dimensional

variations.”

It might sound obvious, but oil

has a direct influence on the

performance of the bearings. OEMs

are keen to use lower viscosity oils to

improve engine efficiency and reduce

internal engine losses, but lower

viscosity means that the gap

between the bearing and shaft is also

reduced. “So, we are going in the

direction of more contact between

the bearing and shaft, and this

means you need more wear-resistant

bearing material than before,” Arnold

explains, adding: “Lead-free bearings

are better, in terms of wear resistance

and hardness, and load-carrying

ability than leaded materials.

“Lead-free development supports

this type of thin oils and, for the most

critical phases, we have developed

this new IROX material, red bearings,

because the wear performance is not

only in mixed lubrications, but also

under severe hydrodynamic

conditions where you have very thin

oil films. One of the big successes in

the ‘States is not only related to

stop-start and hybrids, but also due

to the fact that new thin oils are

going into thinner oil films and that

IROX can cope with these severe

conditions.”

Knock-on effects

Varying the bearings design can

also have knock-on effects for other

engine components, according to

Arnold: “Reducing the length of the

interrupted groove, for instance,

can reduce the oil flow through the

main bearing, without

compromising the

supply. If you can

reduce the flow in

the main bearing, it

means you either

increase the

pressure in your oil

system or you may

be able to reduce

the size of the oil

pump, because you

don’t need to pump

so much oil through

the engine. While

surface profiling

acts as an oil

retainer in an engine

that might

otherwise seize, because of

insufficient lubrication, similarly the

concentric bearing can improve oil

pressure at lower engine speeds to

improve overall efficiency at low

speeds or idle conditions. ”

Even if improved bearing

materials and designs only result in

a CO2 reduction of 1 or 2 g/km,

when all these small savings are

added up, achieving tighter

emissions legislation starts to look

more attainable. 
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Raising the roof
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T
heir popularity might rise

and fall with alarming

regularity, but no

automaker can afford to

be without one; for

convertibles, as perhaps the ultimate

in automotive fashion statements, are

overwhelmingly premium in their

targeting – and fat premium margins

are precisely what every under-

pressure OEM dreams of earning.

Never mind the fact that, in the big

crash of 2008-2009, convertibles

were hit twice as hard as mainstream

models, losing half their 2% share of

the global market: undaunted,

automakers are rushing to market

with even more open-topped designs.

Yet the task of transforming a

fixed-head sedan, hatchback or

coupé into an open-air fun machine is

no longer so simple. Global crash

safety standards have risen,

compelling designers to reinforce

body structures, in order to

compensate for the loss of the roof,

and consumers no longer tolerate the

sloppy handling of past-generation

open cars, with their flex-prone

bodies. These structural

improvements, plus the extra

componentry of the folding roof, all

tend to add weight – which just

happens to be the biggest enemy of

fuel efficiency, currently the dominant

focus of auto engineers’ attention. 

So it is hardly surprising that

convertible designers are calling upon

advanced technologies and exotic

materials, in order to combine the

necessary rigidity and comfort with

the absolute minimum increase in

vehicle mass. In 2004, when BMW

launched the first-generation Mini

convertible, it weighed over 100 kg

more than the standard hatchback – a

weight penalty that today’s engineers

would find unacceptable.

As the new breed of ‘open tops’

emerges, convertible designers are

calling upon advanced technologies

and exotic materials to combine the

necessary rigidity and comfort with

the absolute minimum increase in

vehicle mass. Tony Lewin reports
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Today’s designers have a wealth

of roof system solutions to call upon.

At its most basic, a fixed glass panel

can bring a measure of open-air feel

into the cabin and many automakers

– most notably Renault and Peugeot-

Citroen – offer full width and full

length roof glass, with some systems

capable of opening the front panel by

sliding it over the rear. In 2011,

Mercedes pioneered a potentially

useful development in this context –

its so-called Magic Sky Control

electro-chromic glass, whose opacity

can be electrically controlled from

light to dark. 

Lower-cost open-roof systems

include those on the Smart Fortwo

convertible – a two-section solution –

and the fashionable Fiat 500C, where

the full-length fabric roof, guided by

channels in the cant rails, is wound

back and stacked on the rear deck for

an almost fully open feel. 

However, the principal choices for

a completely open cabriolet or

roadster remain those of the classical

folding soft fabric top and the

retractable rigid hardtop (RHT), as

pioneered by the Mercedes SLK in

July/August 2012

The biggest revolution in convertible design came in 1996 with the

Mercedes SLK, the first model to feature a retractable hardtop (RHT).

This complex solution, involving a lot of motors, hydraulics and

kinematics, proved a big hit with customers, who particularly valued its

coupé-like security and comfort in closed mode. Peugeot surprised the

industry by being quick on the uptake in 2000 with the compact 206 CC,

its roof system manufactured by Heuliez; this offered the glamour of a

Mercedes-style retractable hardtop, if not a Mercedes level of reliability,

and proved extremely popular.

So influential were these two models that the future of the soft fabric

top seemed threatened, as more and more automakers applied RHT

solutions to their convertible models. Even Ferrari went rigid for its

California luxury sports car, perhaps to the detriment of its proportions;

only Porsche held out, retaining a fabric roof for its Boxster and 911 series. 

Now, however, suppliers report an upturn of interest in the folding

fabric roof, especially for larger four-seaters, such as the Mercedes E-

Class and Nissan Murano, where stowage of a rigid canopy would be a

major packaging headache.

“Right now, we have more requests for soft tops than for RHTs, but

this might change in the future again,” comments Michael Hanneman,

head of roof systems at leading supplier Valmet, which produced the

classic Saab 900 and 9-3 convertibles until 2003, and the Porsche

Boxster until 2010.

A slice of history

Nissan Murano features a traditional fabric roof
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1996. This has become the favoured

solution over the past decade, thanks

to its advantages of perceived

security, comfort and durability, as

well as a certain glamour factor. Yet it

can also be a complex solution that is

expensive to engineer, as Matthew

Williams, of leading convertible

fabrics supplier Haartz, explains:

“Our information is that the

vehicle development costs for RHTs

are two to three times more, when

compared to a soft-top system. This

is mainly associated with the even

higher level of body stiffening that is

required. There is also a lot more

electronics integration involved in the

controls systems. On a per-vehicle

costs basis, there is a several

hundred dollar delta between RHTs

and soft tops.”

The soft-top comeback

The soft top has advantages in both

cost and weight, concurs Holger

Schramm, managing director of

Valmet’s Osnabrück facility, which the

Finnish company acquired in 2010

when it took over leading German

cabriolet maker Karmann. Both

Haartz and Valmet also agree that

interest in soft-top roof systems is

rising fast. “As it is in other areas,”

says Michael Hanneman, Valmet’s

head of roof systems, “there are

swings between soft tops and RHTs.

Right now, we have more requests for

soft tops than for RHTs, but this might

change again in the future.”

Haartz is more bullish still:

“Absolutely… There is renewed

interest, especially from European

and Japanese OEMs. Some

Europeans are reversing course and

offering soft tops again where

traditionally they only offered RHTs.

We also have interest in soft tops

from the emerging Korean and

Chinese OEMs,” asserts Williams.

Helping make the case for the

soft-top solution is a raft of

engineering developments which go 

a long way towards answering its

perceived drawbacks, especially

when it comes to year-round comfort.

New fabrics, in particular, offer

excellent NVH performance and

durability, says Williams: “Acoustic

data shows that some soft tops have

equivalent interior cabin noise levels

to the same model sedan. 

“For winter comfort, nearly all soft

tops include heated rear windows

and thermal/acoustical installation

pads between the outer fabric and

inner headliners that thermally

insulate the vehicle.”

Haartz is also working to develop

coating compounds that allow the

roof to open and close consistently

across the entire functional

temperature range. Some OEMs,

July/August 2012

Convertible roofs add to vehicle mass
as the body-in-white is reinforced

Fiat 500 C roof can be 
partially or fully open
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states Williams, have tests that

mandate fluid opening and closing of

the topcover at temperatures down to

-20 Celsius; Valmet, for its part, tests

its roof systems for over 10,000

open/close cycles – the equivalent of

at least 20 years’ normal use.

Outlook for the future

While all agree that next-generation

roof systems will have to be both

lighter and more efficient, significant

engineering resources are also being

invested in making them more

authentic and more versatile. 

When it comes to the former, the

latest Porsche 911 is a case in point.

The sportscar maker’s engineers have

used lightweight materials, such as

magnesium, for its so-called ‘bow’

top: this is a hybrid between rigid and

fabric designs, with the fabric

stretched taut across the structure of

four intricately hinged rigid frames

that fold into each other when

retracted, but extend to produce

exactly the same profile as the fixed-

head 911 coupé.

Jaguar, for its part, has long

insisted that its soft-top sports cars

are just as stylish and refined as its

coupés, but, because of the imminent

launch of its new F-Type sportscar,

the company declined to give details

of any of its roof systems. Recently

unveiled Spiders from Ferrari and

McLaren in the supercar segment

again show clever solutions, the

Ferrari’s double-curvature roof panel

dividing into two before hinging

rearwards to stow flat above the mid-

mounted engine.

In general, the trend among RHTs

is towards more and more sections,

enabling the provision of more

compact ‘nested’ storage in the open

condition and at last allowing

designers greater freedom in shaping

roof and trunk profiles. 

Greater refinement and improved

vision will characterise future soft-top

solutions, while concept cars such as

the Magna-Steyr Mila Coupic – see

below – herald an upcoming

generation of truly versatile roof

systems that allow vehicles a

multiplicity of roles to blur the

boundaries between sedans and

roadsters, station wagons and even

pick-ups.

July/August 2012

The 2012 Mila Coupic concept from leading roof

systems supplier Magna-Steyr could be an important

indicator of upcoming design trends. A coupé-SUV in

profile, it has two roof systems, separated by a

transverse bar straddling the B-pillars. The front roof

system consists of three hinged elements, each

containing one or more glass panels; these sections

concertina rearwards to create a full-width opening

above the driver and passenger.

The much longer rear section extends right down 

to the level of the cargo floor: it consists of a dozen

elements, also with inset glass panels, and can

concertina rearwards to open the roof above the rear

passengers; it can also fold forwards to stack against

the roof cross-member, turning the vehicle into a station

wagon or pick-up, with unlimited headroom. 

Is this the future?
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T
he range of ‘solutions’

developed for production

vehicles over the last 15

years – and the mistakes

made along the way –

confirms there is still no broad

consensus as to the best way

forward in automotive HMI design.

It’s worth remembering that the

human machine interface is not a

‘thing’, but a virtual concept of the

‘bridge’ that exists between the user

and the machine. No wonder, then,

that working out how to control an

ever increasing array of in-car and

other functions can seem a

momentous task, as our lives, our

cars and our in-car lives become

more technologically complex. The

challenge is amplified by the need to

reduce vehicle complexity, and

material cost and weight, in the face

of increasing fuel charges, and ever

more stringent environmental and

safety regulations.

The results so far have been

mixed. At first, Mercedes-Benz kept

adding switches onto the centre

console and doors, while BMW’s

rationale was to replace a potentially

confusing array of switchgear

controls with a single, central

controller unit, believing that this

would be acceptable, as some

functions are adjusted infrequently.

They were wrong; the first-

generation iDrive system drove

many people to distraction.

Arguably, Audi’s ‘middle way’

was more successful. Its man-

machine interface (MMI) had

software controlling some

functions (infotainment, seating,

HVAC), while traditional analogue

switches controlled the rest. As it

has turned out, a mix of digital and

analogue has proved the most

popular with many manufacturers –

including BMW and Mercedes –

now adopting similar systems,

using dedicated button switches

for specific functions during driving

and an MMI-like system for less

frequent adjustment of vehicle

settings.

No manufacturer has yet solved

the problem satisfactorily. It’s a

reason why we are likely to see the

adoption of touchpad systems and

new switchgear technologies that

enhance or even replace the

functions of a central controller.

“The number of functions is

increasing all the time,” says Frank

Koch, advanced engineering

manager for TRW’s Body Control

Systems business. “A

multifunctional input device is the

only way forward. Too many

switches are confusing. You 

would not be able to control a

smartphone with rocker switches.

MAN & MACHINE:
bridging the gap
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Ryan Borroff reports on how car control systems will become

ever more intuitive to operate and the impact that may have

As the QTC material is compressed,

the metal filler particles are brought

closer together, allowing electrical

conduction
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The task now is to clean this up in

a way that is understandable, easy

to learn, easy to use and error free.

This is necessary; because of the

‘mega trends’ – larger cities,

smaller cars, electric mobility – the

design of car interiors will change.

There will not be space available

for a large centre stack.”

Widening influence

This future will not just see

changes in IP user interface

design. In the future, touchpads –

such as TRW’s latest capacitive

touchpad sensor – could move into

the doors and onto steering

wheels, and might yet be paired

with gesture and speech

recognition. 

“Sensors must become even

more intuitive, so that you won’t

need to touch a switch on the

steering wheel to alert the system

about impending input,” says

Koch. “In the future, many sensor

technologies could remove a

bunch of traditional switches,

enhance comfort and convenience,

and reduce the potential for driver

distraction. Overall, they will

require less material, which means

less cost.”

So far, Audi has been the first to

adopt touchpad technology. Its

MMI control knob now

incorporates handwriting

recognition that allows quick

address input for the navigation

system (for example). Meanwhile,

other OEMs are looking to develop

their own systems.

“Touchpads are designed to be

context dependent, so there are

many possibilities for their use,”

explains Koch. “The goal is to

eradicate distraction and keep

both hands on the steering wheel.

A touchpad on a steering wheel

could be thumb-operated by

‘writing’ on it and provide feedback

to the thumb.”

It doesn’t take a genius to work

out that steering wheel controls

could be replaced by a touchpad

or two. But potentially the

technology might also allow for

controlling the windows and other

similar functions. ‘Write’ a

clockwise circle and lower the

window; ‘write’ anti-clockwise and

raise it again. Obstacles remain, of

course, such as better

understanding of driver distraction

and waiting for safety regulations

to change, something that will

continue to keep swathes of

psychologists and engineers

employed in HMI user clinics for

years to come, no doubt.

So where does all of this leave

the humble switch? Are its days

really so numbered?

Maybe not. Technology is

changing the traditional switch,

too. British company Peratech has

come up with a new material called

Interiors part 2
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QTC (Quantum Tunnelling

Composite), which is comprised of

a composite ink-like material made

from conductive filler particles,

combined with an elastomeric

binder. This means it is an excellent

insulator (in an off state,) but, when

pressed, becomes a conductor (in

an on state). Able to transition from

insulator to conductor under

pressure, it is tailorable to suit

different forces of pressure or

touch. 

Versatility built in

The potential is there for it to be

used as a switch and also as a

touchpad – ie, it can recognise

gesture, stroke, swipe and

pressure sensing – when less

pressure is applied. Best of all, it

can be incorporated, coated, even

impregnated onto a host surface,

or can be formed or moulded into

virtually any size, thickness or

shape. It is also waterproof. What

this might mean is that the interior

A-surface could become a ‘switch’

and/or a touchpad, albeit a very

versatile one.

“QTC can act as a switch and

as a sensor, as it can tell how hard

it is being pressed,” explains David

Lussey, CTO of Peratech. “The

amount of pressure applied is what

is used to provide the control of the

functionality. You can foresee a

touchpad located on a door

handle,” he adds. “Wipe your hand

to raise the window and wipe it

down to lower it. However, health

and safety is always dominant in

things like door windows. As well

as adding functionality, such

technology could see

improvements in safety, with a

touchpad able to tell the difference

between a definite hand gesture

and a child’s knee accidentally

brushing against it. It has to be a

distinct touch to operate this, so

you don’t get gesture errors. It will

have to be thought through. But

the interface potential for the inside

of a motor car is massive. Great big

rocker switches will become a

thing of the past.”

The problem of how to combine

and integrate such technologies,

so that they work simply and

seamlessly for end consumers, is

still significant. Unquestionably,

automotive HMI will look very

different in 15 years from how it

does now. And no doubt the car

industry will still be debating the

relative merits of alternative

approaches. But, then again, HMI

is a philosophical problem, after all.

July/August 2012

Interiors part 2

“QTC can act as a

switch and as a sensor,

as it can tell how hard

it is being pressed”

QTC material can be embedded in a car door to operate mirrors and windows. David Lussey, CTO, Peratech (above)
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LIGHTING:
the inside
story
Whether it’s lighting to soothe your soul or in rhythm to the music

from an MP3, interior lighting is in for a bright – or not, as the case

may be – future. Andrew English reports. 

S
even years ago, I drove an

all-new version of the

flagship Mercedes-Benz 

S-class from Milan up

through the Alps to

Switzerland. As dusk gathered, the

side lights automatically illuminated

and, concurrently, concealed interior

lamps gradually lit the interior. It gave

a delightful perspective on the cabin,

highlighting curves and surfaces that

weren’t immediately obvious in

daylight and also gave a sense of

sitting in the car, rather than in a

pitch-black box. 

“I think that was one of our

products,” says René Berthold,

industrial designer with Hella

Innenleuchten-Systeme GmbH. “But

it was not one of the first uses of

what we call ambient lighting; this

started in 2001, with BMW 7 series.

This is subtle, low-level lighting that

gives you an understanding of the

space you are sitting in. After all, why

waste your great interior design when

it gets dark?” 

New frontier

Indeed, some commuters in Northern

Europe, who travel to and from work

in the dark, might never get to

appreciate their cars’ interiors

without ambient lighting. It’s one of

the reasons why interior lighting is

being seen as a second front at the

new frontier of lighting technology. 

One of the main drivers is to

enhance the brand identity through

lighting. BMW was one of the first car

makers to establish such an identity

with its headlamps (also provided by

Hella) and now it has started to

examine how to do the same in the

cabin. “We recognise that, inside, we

need to reinforce the car’s identity

with non-aggressive lighting to create

a sense of well being; an oasis of

calm,” says Nicolas Huet, designer 

of the BMW 1-series. 

And some of the new

technologies are driving this search

for an oasis. “There are lots of new

technologies,” he adds, “which is

partly why interior lighting is

assuming such importance; LEDs, of

course, but, in the future, organic

LEDs and electro luminescence.”

Berthold predicts that even small

and cheaper cars will come with

ambient lighting at least as an option

in future, with more decorative

illumination over more of the cabin.

“Hand gesture controls and touch-

less switch technologies are also in

development at Hella,” he says,

Interior lighting
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adding that he thinks multi-colour

LEDs (RGB-LEDs) are being sought

by some car makers for what’s

becoming known as ‘stage lighting’. 

Ralf Meyer-Wendt, lighting

technology R&D manager for

Federal-Mogul, who works out of

Ann Arbor in Michigan, USA, says the

future of non-premium ambient

lighting is already here. “We’re seeing

that move now with cars like the new

Ford Fiesta,” he says. “It already has

premium-style ambient lighting, just

not as much content, and other

manufacturers are doing this, too.”

Lighting with purpose

Not every car maker wants a cabin

like a juke box, however. “Different

dashboard colour lighting is not really

a BMW thing, more Mini,” says

BMW’s Huet. “Just because it’s there

doesn’t mean you have to use it.” He

points to BMW’s new electric car

concepts as a pointer to how the

German firm will handle interior

lighting in future. “BMW never

produces a show car without some

intentions,” he states. 

Alain Choquet, head of marketing

at Visteon Interior, France, says LED

is the most mature solution to deliver

these sorts of ambient-illuminated

interiors, with poly methyl

methacrylate (PMMA or acrylic glass)

injected light pipes. “The LED light

source,” he says, “equipped with an

electronic command (PCB), is

coupled to a transparent bar of

plastic design to bring the light

consistency as far as possible. A

good design is based on a simple

equation: less power (watts) to

provide the maximum level of light

(candela).” 

For all the talk of organic LEDs

and even electro luminescence

making a move into car interiors, the

tier-one suppliers advise caution and

not just on the level of development

of these nascent technologies.

“OEMs tend to spend more money

on interior lighting than a few years

ago,” says Hella’s Berthold.

“Designers might like even more of

these things, but the accountants are

reluctant. Organic LED technology

will be automotive ready within five to

10 years, but it is likely to be seen

only in selected interior and exterior

functions for supreme car models.” 

Challenges to overcome

Visteon’s Choquet is equally

guarded. “Electroluminescent

sources are not yet a mature solution

for interior lighting, as there are still

some challenges to overcome,

including EMC and lifetime

specifications. While there has been

some progress made, in the short

July/August 2012

Federal Mogul’s smart lighting changes with driving mode (above and right)

Hand gestures control 
overhead lighting

“We’re working on

developing smart

vehicles. So the lighting

would be soothing in

traffic, for example,

then change to red when

you’re driving hard –

we’re playing with light”

Ralf Meyer-Wendt
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term LEDs are likely

to remain the

mainstream

technology.” 

“It’s the noisy ballast

with electro

luminescence,” says

Federal-Mogul’s Meyer-

Wendt. “You hear this

constant beeping, which is a

concern, and they are also

delicate to humidity.”

He reckons that development

has taken a subtle shift from

hardware to software. “The software

controlling devices are where the

major development is,” he says. He

points to serial network protocols,

such as local interconnecting

networks (LIN), which simply

connect to each LED and tell it what

to do. “You can easily create

homogenous lighting with LINs,” he

says, “and you can lose that problem

of a light appearing blue from one

side and another colour from the

other side.”

LIN technology also uses cheap

components and reduces the need

for big wiring harnesses. “Using

pulse width modulations,” says

Meyer-Wendt, “means four wires to

each module: one each for the red,

green, blue and a ground. With LIN,

you just have a positive, ground and

signal to each, and no light pipes.”

Driven to distraction

He posits a future where a customer

might unlock the car from a distance

and the interior will shine bright

white (“for security”), then limber

down to amber once you climb

inside, changing to your personal

taste when you get moving. 

“We’re working on developing

smart vehicles,” he says. “So the

lighting would be soothing in traffic,

for example, then change to red

when you’re driving hard – we’re

playing with light.”

There are a few caveats here, not

the least of which is the potential for

driver distraction. “There are no

federal regulations on this area at

present,” he points out, using the

example of a Korean car maker who

wanted light rings round each

loudspeaker, flashing different

colours according to the music

being played. 

Hella’s Berthold also cautions

over distracting reflections that

lighting could create. “We have to

make sure we don’t disturb the

driver; ambient lighting should be

subtle.

”With the lighting genie out of

the bottle, there seems no end to

what might be illuminated in future.

There’s already work going on into

placing lighting behind trim fabrics,

to create pinhole effects. The

current vogue for consumer

connectivity via the internet,

however, is a relentless pressure,

even on lighting designers. “I did

suggest as a joke that we change

the ambient lighting according to the

driver’s status on Facebook,” says

Meyer-Wendt, “but everyone took

me seriously!” 
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Interior lighting

Novaled delivers subtle lighting effects

Homogenous lighting, created using
LIN (right)
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N
ow in its 11th edition,

LMS Virtual.Lab is

helping OEMs make

significant time and cost

savings, says Stefaan

Goossens, the company’s vice

president, simulation division. “Time

saving depends on the starting point

the company is at, but we were

involved in a re-engineering

programme for a Japanese customer

and we approximately halved the

development time, thanks to

implementing processes and then the

software to support the processes.

This was a very broad programme,

including acoustics, noise vibration

and harshness (NVH), but also crash,

as well as ride and handling.”

While admitting that simulation is

“never 100% accurate”, Goossens

says the latest generation of software

could reduce the number of

prototypes to two or even one,

resulting in significant cost saving for

the OEM and much faster time to

market for new or heavily revised

products. And he adds: “The fact that

the automotive industry is having

these challenges with ecology and the

environment is forcing them to rethink

their traditional processes and ways of

developing cars.”

Customer connection

LMS claims to be market and

technology leader for NVH and

acoustic testing solutions, but,

because it also has engineering

services and strong know-how, it

allows the company to connect with

customers on a software level, as

well as the engineering it is working

on. “If we talk about NVH and

acoustics, or driving dynamics and

safety, we speak the same language

as the OEM,” says Goossens, who

explains that the experience of

working with Mercedes-Benz and

BMW, as well as Honda, has

allowed this expertise to be

incorporated in the Virtual.Lab

software suite, making it easier for

customers to recognise the

engineering processes within the

software.

Within Virtual.Lab, there’s also

durability and structural analysis

integrated into one simulation

platform that is closely connected to

CAD, as well as seamless

integration between different

attributes – for example, when

chassis system forces are simulated

within Virtual.Lab Motion, these

forces can be linked to a durability

simulation or a noise and vibration

simulation to get the fatigue or ride

comfort performance of a vehicle. 
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Virtual perfection
Virtual simulation is now so accurate that it has practically

eliminated the need for costly prototypes, as Ian Adcock discovers

July/August 2012

Virtual acoustic testing predicts
radiated Noise, Vibration and
Harshness from engine installations
and cylinder blocks (above and
right)

Stefaan Goossens:

A “breakthrough”

technology for

automotive engineering.
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“An important element is that, as

a testing company, there is a very

close link between virtual laboratory

and test laboratory where we do

hybrid engineering, so we can

operate test data within simulation

models to increase accuracy or to

represent some components by test

data when the simulation model is

available,” explains Goossens.

A second advantage of having a

very close connection between virtual

laboratory and test laboratory is that

LMS has a unique offering, in terms 

of correlation capability, meaning a

capability to understand the accuracy

of the simulation model when

comparing it to experimental data 

and improving the results, based on

experimental validation. “We aim for a

full end-to-end solution – from the

preparation of the model to the pre-

processing, setting up the load cases,

carrying out the solving, doing the

post processing and the unique

capability to dig into identifying the

potential issues that could be present

in the vehicle,” he points out.

Manufacturers are facing a whole

new raft of acoustic and vibration

problems as they downsize engines,

or reduce the number of cylinders to

two or three, and then combine that

with higher injection pressures and

turbocharging. 

LMS has invested a significant

amount of time and effort in

developing new strategies that will

help engineers overcome these

problems, Its automatically matched

layer sound technology allows “very

accurate and fast acoustic simulation

for engines, turbos, electric motors

etc”, he points out, adding that it’s a

“breakthrough” technology for

automotive engineering.

Best position and shape

With OEMs trying to disguise the

engine note of these smaller engines

by using active noise systems, 

LMS’s latest software suite includes

acoustic technology that is coupled 

to virtual NVH. 

This simulates, up to very high

frequencies, the best position and

shape of speakers in the car to deliver

the optimal active noise. “A unique

capability for sound quality design in

cars,” he believes.

Virtual.Lab is, perhaps, best

known for its Motion suite and,

although it’s not yet the industry

standard, it is, claims Goossens, 

“the number one tool” for chassis 

and driving simulation.

For the first time, LMS has

introduced a drag and drop capability

that the engineer can use to build in

pre-defined elements to give the car

the desired dynamic characteristics.

“This is a key solution that LMS brings

to the market with version 11 for

chassis engineering, where we focus

on the efficient process; but it also has

all the elements in place for next-

generation driving dynamics solution

for the OEMs.”

It also allows the engineers to

incorporate the growing number of

electro-hydraulic active control

systems – such as ABS, EBD, EPAS

etc. – into a single driving dynamics

model. Additionally, there is a need 

for high fidelity models, not only to

simulate off line, but also to simulate

in real time.

“This is why the German and

Japanese OEMs, where we are

running this, see us as the next-

generation breakthrough for driving

dynamics in their development

process,” he concludes.

Software development
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Body structures and engineering virtually created
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O
ne of the leading lights

in the current drive to

increase awareness of

the benefits of green

tyres is the German

chemical giant Lanxess, which

chose the Reifen 2012 tyre fair to

launch its iPhone/iPad-compatible

app to interpret the new eco-

labelling of tyres. From November,

manufacturers will have to label

tyres under EU regulation

1222/2009/EG, showing grades from

green to red, A to G, to demonstrate

to consumers their products’ fuel

efficiency; and a simple A-G

measure for wet weather grip, plus 

a separate noise decibel rating.

Meanwhile experts, including

Lanxess head of marketing

Christoph Kalla, admit tyre pattern

has considerably more impact on

noise than their compound recipes.

Kalla outlined the expected savings

over the life of the average green

tyre, compared to a budget

alternative. “Based on a premium

car tyre’s average lifespan of

64,000kms, with petrol costing

€1.68 per litre, by selecting A-grade

tyres motorists can expect to make

fuel savings of over €600 through

the life of the tyre, compared with

selecting F-grade tyres. With this

scenario, the CO2 emissions

reduction amounts to 856kg and the

amount of fuel saved is 367 litres.

Annual figures are half this,

assuming most people drive

commercial and consumer vehicles

approximately 32,000kms a year.”

He adds that these tyres make an

important impact, because up to 30%

of a car’s fuel cost relate to tyres,

while 24% of the vehicle’s C02

emissions are down to the grade of

rubber in contact with the road.

But will car manufacturers see a

marketing edge in fitting green tyres

as standard? “This is down to the

manufacturers who calculate these

figures for each car they develop,”

Kalla points out. “However, if all cars

globally switched to green tyres, 20

billion litres of fuel a year would be

saved, as well as 50 million metric

tonnes of CO2 emissions.”

Green effect

On this assumption, a petrol car

averaging 10 l/100kms would see a

rolling resistance reduction of 30%,

with fuel economy improving to 9.5

l/100kms, and a fall in C02 emissions

by 1.2kg/100km.

Also, safety claims for green tyres

include drivers being able to stop a

car from 80km/h up to 21 metres

quicker than when using cheap F-

grade tyres. But how is this possible,

when reducing rolling resistance flies

in the face of achieving extra grip,

particularly in wet conditions?

Kalla explains: “You are absolutely

correct that the two can be opposed

to each other. Lanxess started

research for high-end rubber over a

decade ago. The outcome of this is

high performance rubbers, which

offer both low rolling resistance and

excellent braking performance,

especially on wet roads, as

circumstances dictate.” And he

insists the new polymer and filler

recipes do not compromise the green

tyres’ potential for recycling. 

“There are various recycling

options, such as the de-vulcanisation

to recycle the rubber and steel,

grinding the tyre for use in asphalt or

new tyres. Additionally, thermal

recycling can be utilised to harvest

the energy value of the tyre.”

The real innovation in tyre

technology began in the 1990s, with

the move from carbon-based rubber

compound to silica mixes. This made

possible many more cocktails of

molecular chemical

alternatives to

enhance the

characteristics of tyre

performance, based

on grip, energy-

generated heat, shear

value, rolling resistance and

longevity. But where does the

technology go from here?

“We are aiming at an average

further reduction of 3%. Experts are

optimistic that the rolling resistance

could be reduced by 50% by

2040.We also expect that tyres will

get smaller, but on larger wheels and

with new profile designs. The tyre

construction will not change

significantly, but innovative

compounds and rubber mixtures will

be even more important in the future.

Safety and fuel efficiency will be the

focus. As we always claimed,

significant improvements would

already be possible with Lanxess

products on the market.” 

Kalla insists he could not envisage

organic products returning to the

Green light for
TYRES
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scene. “Synthetic rubbers will remain

the main ingredients in the rubber mix

for tyres. Until now, bio-based rubber

in the tyre tread has not had the same

performance indicators as the actual

synthetic ones. With a better

performance indicator, synthetic high-

performance rubbers and tyres have a

better rolling resistance, lowering the

fuel consumption and decreasing

emissions; the use of the tyre is

responsible for 86% of the lifecycle. 

“In emissions terms, 87.5% of the

CO2 generated is related to the use of

the tyre. Thus, the production of all its

components, distribution logistics

accounts for only 12.5%. This means

that the greenness of a tyre is

measured over the entire 100%, while

not compromising safety, and, so far,

synthetic rubber does an excellent

job. Any rubber using bio sources

must not worsen the total balance. 

“Lanxess is behind innovative

products such as Keltan Eco – the

first form of bio-based ethylene

propylene diene monomer (M-class)

(EPDM) rubber in the world. We

support the development of 

bio-based alternatives to petroleum-

based materials. 

“Lanxess also develops

polybutadiene (BR) rubber for tyres,

as it’s known for reduced heat build-

up, high abrasion resistance, excellent

strength and high crack resistance.”

Kalla concludes by predicting that

the green tyre industry is set to grow

by 80% in the next two years.

Tyre manufacturers are

making their pitch to

become the next ‘big

thing’ in the automotive

industry’s campaign to

hit eco targets, promising

lowered C02 emissions

and fuel efficiencies.

Paul Myles reports
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Degrees of freedom

T
here are two major challenges I see for designers as we move forward: on the

exterior, there’s no question that the biggest engineering challenge is the

very, very restrictive criteria we have to deal with to

meet pedestrian protection safety standards, while, at the

same time, creating enough freedom for design to express the

right character of the car; because the face of any car is

super important in how it contributes to the values and visual

of the brand. 

“The straitjacket you have to work within to meet the

head protection criteria is really quite extreme. Actually, the

targets keep rising, therefore the restrictions get tighter.

“Even though we’ve got more technology that allows us to

do some tricks – plastics, crushable materials etc – at the

same time the physical space you have to work in is much more

restrictive.

“The challenge for the interior is how do you ensure improving package

efficiency? Because lighter weight comes with downsizing vehicles and that means

you’ve also got to make the interior bigger at the same time. When people downsize,

they don’t want to give up the interior space, so you’ve got to get more interior

efficiency. Therefore, making interior compartments more efficient is a big

challenge, while balancing that against costs and all the other issues you have.

“One of the things we want to work towards is actually making the operation of

the car for future customers simpler. A good example in the Adam is the

entertainment system: it’s very simple to use, very

few switches in the car and the layers of interface

are kept at a very simple level.”

Is there a danger that cars will become more

homogenised? “I’d say you have less degrees of

freedom and I guess the outlet for that is if you

can find some technology steps that would allow you

to get round that – for example, if powertrains

overnight were half the size. This is a designer’s

ideal world, right? Then we would have more freedom

as to what we could do with the front end of the car.

“If we had electric vehicles only from 2013 – okay, you would have other issues

– but pedestrian protection would be handled totally differently. It goes hand in

hand with the technology; if that remains the same, the limitations become very

tight. We have to find technology, or key big things to move, in order to create

degrees of design freedom.”

“

“One of the things we

want to work towards

is actually making

the operation of the

car for future

customers simpler.” 

Mark Adams, vice president design, GM Europe

60 second interview

July/August 201236 www.automotivedesign.eu.com
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BorgWarner BERU Systems GmbH

Where innovation never stops
Auburn Hills, Michigan-based BorgWarner Inc. (NYSE: BWA)

is a technology leader in highly engineered components and

systems for powertrain applications worldwide. Operating

manufacturing and technical facilities in 59 locations in 19

countries, the company develops products to improve fuel

economy, reduce emissions and enhance performance.

Customers include VW/Audi, Ford, Toyota, Renault/Nissan,

General Motors, Hyundai/Kia, Daimler, Chrysler, Fiat, BMW,

Honda, John Deere, PSA, and MAN. 

BorgWarner BERU Systems is specialised in diesel cold-start

technology, ignition technology, electronics and sensor

systems. Ever since the

company was founded

in 1912, it has been a

company principle to

develop innovative

products, in close

association with the

automobile

manufacturers.

Outstanding product

quality,

uncompromising

customer orientation,

technical flexibility and rapid realisation of new ideas are the

key factors of the company’s success.

Products and services

The range of products manufactured by BERU Systems

worldwide comprises of glow plugs, ignition coils and

ignition cables, media heaters, high-temperature sensors

and flame starting systems for large diesel engines. In

cooperation with the automobile manufacturers, this range

is continually being extended and thus adapted to the

prevailing market conditions. On an international scale,

BorgWarner BERU Systems’ customers include the most

renowned manufacturers of automobiles and engines. In the

field of glow plugs, BERU Systems is one of the world

market leaders. With its branded products of original

equipment quality, the company also supplies the

aftermarket.

Research & development

During the past few years, intensive research and

development work in this area has been highly successful,

resulting in outstanding new products with which BERU

Systems can justifiably claim technology leadership. The

combustion process can be controlled directly with BERU

Systems’s intelligent Pressure Sensor Glow plug (PSG),

allowing combustion with lower emissions. Cabin heaters

(PTC) compensate the disadvantage of reduced waste heat of

modern hybrid, electric and combustion engines to ensure

effective vehicle heating. New, lightweight plug top ignition

coils utilise new magnetic circuitry technology, resulting in

reduced part size necessary to meet the tight installation

requirements of

modern downsized

engines. In addition

to being more

compact, this new

ignition technology

produces higher

combustion energy

and greater ignition

voltage. High-

temperature

sensors (HTS)

constantly provide

actual exhaust temperatures to the engine control unit (ECU) -

eg, to precisely control fuel enrichment for particulate filter

regeneration. A highly specialised BERU Systems team is

exclusively responsible for preliminary development,

investigating the applicability of new technical process and

new materials.

Quality standards

For decades now, BERU Systems has been a reliable supplier

to the automobile industry, delivering components directly to

the production lines of the

manufacturers. Direct

supply aims at achieving

so-called ‘zero error’. This

requires the most precise

production processes, the

principle of continuous

improvement and

maintenance of the

highest standards of

quality. For this reason, all

production locations of

BERU Systems are

certified to DIN ISO 9001,

as well as ISO/TS 16949,

version 2009.

Furthermore, the

demands of the

environmental standard

ISO 14001 are

demonstrably fulfilled.

Contact details

For all enquiries, please contact BorgWarner BERU Systems

at the address or website indicated below. 

BorgWarner BERU Systems GmbH

Mörikestrasse 155

71636 Ludwigsburg, Germany

Tel: +49-7141-132-0

Fax: +49-7141-132-350

Email: technology@borgwarner.com

beru.borgwarner.com

beru.borgwarner.com

www.automotivedesign.eu.com 41July/August 2012

BERU developed the first glow plug in

1929 and has since dominated the

market with numerous patented

innovations: from the self controlling,

reheatable glow plugs via the Instant

Start System ISS to the latest example,

the innovative Pressure Sensor Glow

Plug (PSG).

BERU Systems’ new High Temperature

Sensors (HTS) constantly provide

actual exhaust temperatures in a

measuring range of minus 40 to plus

950 degrees Celsius. BorgWarner’s

latest PTC (Positive Temperature

Coefficient) cabin heater technology

enables drivers with a comfortable ride

and supports the demands of next-

generation technologies for diesel- and

gas-driven, as well as hybrid and

electric vehicles.
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Evonik Industries 

Scratch resistance for door panels
A number of plastic applications from different

polymeric materials request scratch resistance.

These are for example arm chairs, consumer goods

with daily use, computer parts and especially

automotive applications. The today’s consumer

expects a product to look new even after a period of

use. For automotive applications this means that a

dashboard or a door panel should have no visible

scratches. Otherwise it does not fulfill the

expectation to look new and is perceived as a good

with reduced value and poor quality. In contrast

products with no visible damages after use support

the quality image of a product/brand and stimulate

the customer to stick to products from a

manufacturer when it comes to a new purchase decision. 

In a today’s car interior a broad variety of plastic materials can

be found. One important is polypropylene filled with talc

(PP/talc) which is widely used due to its good

price/performance ratio. Depending on the car, trims or panels

but also complete dashboards are manufactured from this

material. Usually, the surfaces of the parts have are grained to

ensure an excellent perceived quality. However, grained

surfaces have the disadvantage that they are sensitive to

scratches. When such a surface gets damaged the white

particles of the filler talc become visible which causes a quite

pronounced scratch. Typically, these white scratches can be

found at the lower parts of the door panel which are contacted

by the shoes getting out of the car. Another prominent

example is the B-pillar trim which is hit by the belt buckle

during the rewinding process of the belt. These damages can

be found in nearly every car. Depth and number of scratches

are much higher for cars which are operated under harsh

conditions like rental cars, cabs or family cars. Due to

intensive loading and unloading, carrying of hard-edged and

bulky goods or users to which the car does not belong, the

surfaces are much more stressed and - as a consequence -

damaged.

The intensity of a damage and its visibility can be influenced

by adding antiscratch additives to the PP/talc compound

(usually 0.5 to 3%). These additives increase the smoothness

of the surfaces on a microscopic perspective which yields an

improved scratch resistance. Before a surface can be

damaged by an object it simply slips off.

Standard additives which are used today (fatty amides or

silicone oil masterbatches) deliver a good performance directly

after moulding of the part. However, these additives are not

chemically linked to the polymer matrix why they can migrate

and washed or peeled off. After time the scratch resistance is

reduced significantly and fogging or malodours can occur.

Recently we have developed the additive

TEGOMER® AntiScratch 100 which provides

superior scratch resistance on PP/talc and

does not create undesired side effects like

fogging, malodour or sticky surfaces. In

contrast to standard additives TEGOMER®

AntiScratch 100 is chemically linked to the

polymer matrix why nasty side effects are

prevented and long lasting scratch resistance

is achieved.

Contact details

Evonik Industries AG 

Goldschmidtstraße 100 

45127 Essen 

Germany

Tel +49 201 173-2786 

fax +49 201 173-1989

www.evonik.com/antiscratch 

evonik.com
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TRW Automotive

The safety everyone deserves

TRW Automotive is the global leader 

in automotive safety systems. The

company designs, develops and

produces a broad array of active and

passive safety products – braking,

steering & suspension, occupant safety

systems and enabling electronics. 

TRW is constantly seeking ways of

ensuring it can deliver advanced systems

for the complete range of passenger

vehicles – not just the luxury segment –

for every market in the world. TRW has

more than 60,000 employees across

more than 180 locations in 26 countries.

Portfolio

As well as its active and passive safety

systems, the company produces body

control systems, engineered fastening

systems, engine components,

commercial steering systems and

aftermarket replacement parts.

Cognitive Safety Systems

TRW uses the term ‘Cognitive Safety

Systems’ to describe how “we put the

thinking” into vehicle safety systems. By

creating more intelligent systems, we aim to raise safety to a

higher level than ever before.  

TRW looks at Cognitive Safety Systems under the headings of:

Advanced Thinking for safety; Green Thinking for fuel

efficiency; and Smart Thinking for value.

Advanced Thinking

TRW is making cars smarter to help keep people smarter.

Seamlessly integrated technology that senses, analyses,

anticipates and acts in response to ever-

changing conditions.  Examples include

Automatic Emergency Braking,  Lane

Keeping Assistance, Safety Domain

ECU, Adaptive Airbag and Seat Belt

Systems.

Green Thinking

To help automakers meet their CO2

emissions goals, TRW offers a range 

of fuel-saving and hybrid-enabling

technologies, including electrically

powered steering, slip control boost – a

fully integrated electronic stability

control and brake actuation system –

and light-weight

components. 

Smart Thinking

TRW is developing cost-

effective technology that

helps protect drivers and

passengers everywhere.

Modular systems designed

to make the latest safety

systems affordable across

the globe 

and integrated technology,

scalable to any vehicle

class.  Technologies

include Scalable Airbag

Control Unit, TRW’s

modular ESC family, mid

and short range radar

sensors, and modular

airbag kits. 

TRW has the broadest

portfolio of any safety

supplier and is committed

to help protect drivers,

occupants and other road

users all over the world. Its

team of more than 5,000

engineers are working to

deliver the safety everyone

deserves.

Contact details

www.trw.com

TRW Automotive

Hansallee 190

D-40547 Düsseldorf

Germany

Tel: +49 211 584 201

Contact: lynette.jackson@trw.com

trw.com
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Left: 

TRW's Cognitive

Safety Systems:

always there and

always aware

Below:

Advanced driver

assist systems,

using a suite of

environmental

sensors
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SKF The knowledge engineering company
Globally present

As an international company SKF is

globally on-site in more than 130

countries. The company has more than

120 production facilities and is supported

by approx. 15.000 SKF distributors.

Due to more than 100 years of company

history SKF is nowadays specialised on

five competence platforms and a vast

application experience.  With this

background we deliver innovative

solutions to OEMs and other

manufacturers in practically all industrial

areas globally. Our five competency

plattforms are: Bearings and Bearing

Units, Seals, Lubrication Systems,

Mechatronic (connects mechanical and

electronical components to improve

performance of classical systems), as well

as broad services, starting from 3D-

computer-simulation through modern

condition monitoring for high reliability up

to facility management. As a globally

leading company, SKF garantees its

customers standardised quality and global

product availability. 

Vision

To equip the world with SKF knowledge

Mission

To extend as the preferred business

partner the global market leadership of

SKF, and to generate profitable growth on

a long term base

• for our customers, distributors and

suppliers • for our employees

• for our shareholders

Our Drivers

• Profitability • Quality • Innovation

• Speed • Sustainability

Our Values

• High ethics • Empowerment

• Openness • Teamwork

Sustainability – assuring ressources

for coming generations

Responsibility for our business

With our products, services and our

specialised technical knowledge we

achieve a positive contribution for a proper

environment.

Responsibility for our environment

We constantly improve  the environmental

impact of our products on their entire life

cycle.

Responsibility for our employees

Engagement for health and safety.

Responsibility for the society

Positive and sustainable engagement on-

site.

“Sustainability the SKF Group

understands as a combination of

economically effective business and an

active engagement for the preservation of

resources for all coming generations.”

Tom Johnstone, SKF President & CEO

Contact details:

AB SKF

Hornsgatan 1, 415 50 Gothenburg

Sweden

www.skf.com

E: your sales@youremail.com

SKF

skf.com
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